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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report – Summary of Patterns & Observations in Online Fakes (SPOOF) 2023: Trends in Online Brand Impersonation of Retail, Hospitality & Consumer Brands – analyzes incidents of online brand impersonation affecting consumer-facing brands from January through July 2023.

Key Insights:

- Month-over-month, online impersonations of consumer-facing brands grew 29% in June and 44% in July.
- Apparel (39.7%), Consumer Products (37%), and Travel (7.8%) are the most frequently impersonated brand categories.
- More than half of scam websites (54%) don’t immediately impersonate consumer-facing brands, highlighting the need for ongoing monitoring of suspicious domains.
- Meta was the preferred social media platform for brand impersonation, with 82% of social media impersonations occurring on Facebook or Instagram.
- The growing use of scam ads featuring a brand’s assets on social media leads to cybersecurity, reputation, and fraud risk, and also diminishes digital marketing ROI.
- Stricter enforcement by e-commerce giants like Amazon and eBay is driving fraudsters to build their own generic online storefronts for counterfeit goods or non-delivery scams.
- Traditional domain-permutation-based detection methods would have missed 87% of retail brand impersonations; proving out the need for modern AI-powered approaches.

Fraudsters’ continued exploitation of consumer trust in consumer-facing brands leads to tarnished reputations, increased fraud, and eroded consumer confidence. The ongoing threat also undermines marketing investments, and fraudsters’ continued cloaking innovations (i.e., detection avoidance) render traditional online brand protection methods obsolete.

There’s an urgent need for retail, hospitality and other consumer-facing brands to modernize their brand protection programs and technology to counter this escalating threat.
Welcome to Allure Security’s inaugural report on online brand impersonations of retail, hospitality, and other consumer-facing brands. As far as we know, this is the only annual report that delves specifically into online impersonations across retail sectors including apparel, consumable and durable consumer goods, travel, hospitality, consumer services, e-commerce marketplaces, automotive, food service/restaurants, and entertainment.

From January through July 2023, our AI-powered engine examined billions of digital assets in total, exposing thousands of impersonations of consumer-facing brands. This report offers a comprehensive analysis of these impersonation attacks to shed light on emerging trends and provide actionable insights. We set out to help consumer-facing brands more effectively protect their brand, customers, and potential customers more effectively online.

Furthermore, if you’re not yet convinced, we hope to demonstrate that online brand impersonation attacks have far-reaching implications beyond just your cybersecurity, fraud, brand protection, or legal team. They also undermine the performance of digital marketing campaigns. Marketing dollars don’t go as far on diluted online channels cluttered with fraudulent ads or deceptive websites rising up in search engine results.

Finally, traditional online brand protection methods can no longer match the evolving tactics of fraudsters and their techniques for escaping detection. Now is the time for all brands to invest in AI-powered brand protection to combat these escalating challenges.
Allure Security’s AI-powered brand impersonation detection engine employs machine learning, image analysis, and natural language processing to analyze millions of digital assets daily. With this SPOOF23 report we focus specifically on brand impersonations of retail, hospitality and other consumer-facing brands from January 1 through July 31, 2023.

Content analyzed by our AI models come from a multitude of sources, including:

- New and dormant domains & sub-domains (all global TLDs)
- Allure Security signals, referrer logs, and threat research inputs
- Social media profiles
- Mobile app marketplace listings
- Online ad URLs
- Threat intel feeds

A unique capability of our brand protection service is ongoing, automated monitoring of digital assets such as URLs, social media profiles, and mobile app marketplaces. This capability allows us to track the age of websites that end up impersonating a brand. Not all brand threats materialize as impersonations as soon as they go live on the internet. For further details, refer to the report’s “Average Spoof Gestation Period” section.

Our technology and services enable us to conduct frequent, thorough analysis of online content for impersonations of the brands we monitor. However, the sheer size of the internet makes it impossible to monitor everything. As a result, this report likely under-reports the full extent of the problem, especially for retail, hospitality, and consumer-facing brands that are not yet Allure Security customers. Our customers enjoy enhanced visibility thanks to more extensive large-data model training and AI-powered monitoring tailored to their brands.
The graph above charts the trend of online impersonations of consumer-facing brands we detected each month along with the number of brands impersonated. During the reporting period, 56% of consumer-facing brands were impersonated more than once and some highly targeted brands were impersonated hundreds of times within a single month.

The smaller number of online impersonations in January 2023 reflects the usual post-holiday slump in e-commerce. The February surge might be attributed to fraudsters exploiting opportunities around Valentine’s Day to lure shoppers with steep discounts on luxury items. Promotions tied to the Super Bowl or President’s Day also drive more people to shop online in February, offering fraudsters more potential victims. Impersonations then dropped from March to May, but grew 29% in June and another 44% in July month over month.
We analyzed online impersonations of consumer-facing brands from January 1 to July 31, 2023 and categorized them into nine sub-groups:

- Apparel
- Consumer products (consumable & durable)
- Travel & hospitality (not including restaurants)
- Consumer services
- E-commerce marketplaces
- Automotive
- E-commerce platforms
- Food service / Restaurants
- Entertainment

In the reporting period, the most frequently impersonated categories were Apparel accounting for 39.7% of all impersonations, Consumer Products at 37%, and Travel with 7.8%.
It’s important to note that fraudsters rely less and less on using variations of a brands’ authentic domain name for impersonation. They know many brands and vendors iterate domain permutations to detect impersonations. In fact, traditional detection methods based on domain permutations would have failed to recognize 87% of the retail or consumer-facing impersonations detected by Allure Security’s automated, AI-based analysis of millions of online artifacts each day.

An example of a cloaking technique fraudsters use to circumvent permutation-based detection is using seemingly random first and last name combinations as their domain name (e.g., FatmaAlaloaoui.com, VickyNakanishi.com, EvaGunther.com), while impersonating fashion and footwear brands like Karl Lagerfeld, Guess, and New Balance. Conventional detection methodologies that typically only look at the URL, maybe the page title, and sometimes copyright information would overlook these impersonations. What’s required is more advanced AI-powered detection that doesn’t focus solely on certain keywords. Instead, a detention engine needs to inspect a web page in its full context, examining multiple elements including imagery, text, and code to take a more holistic view – much like a human evaluator would.
We’ve observed an increase in generic online scam shops offering various consumer goods – footwear, apparel, and appliances in particular. This emerging trend is gaining traction. Typically fraudsters lure victims to these online scam shops using online ads that offer incredible discounts.

E-commerce companies like Amazon and eBay are trying to step up their efforts to crackdown on counterfeit listings with Amazon’s Brand Registry Program and eBay’s Verified Rights Owner Program. It appears Amazon and eBay are making it harder for scammers to do business on their marketplaces. In response, we see fraudsters pivoting.

Increasingly, some fraudsters use generic online storefronts they create themselves in order to partake in non-delivery fraud (where a victim pays for goods but never receives them) or the sale of knock-offs. These shops don’t mimic established e-commerce sites. Instead they simply use a generic brand and market a mix of goods from various brands without directly impersonating any of them.
We’ve seen examples of these scam shops focusing on jewelry and various jewelry brands, footwear and multiple shoe brands, or offering an eclectic mix of products such as industrial supplies alongside food products.
The chart illustrates the distribution of online brand impersonations detected by Allure Security on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn. Impersonations of consumer brands on LinkedIn were less prevalent in our data set based on LinkedIn’s business-centric nature.

Our analysis reveals that the majority of social media impersonations of consumer brands occurred on Facebook. Meta’s downsizing of its online trust and safety teams earlier this year is a likely contributor to this growing issue. Many of these impersonations took the form of deceptive ads promising extraordinary discounts. Consumer goods topped the list at 57% of Facebook impersonations, and included items such as gift cards, consumer packaged goods, and household appliances. Apparel brands followed at 18% of impersonations on Facebook and include footwear, clothing, jewelry, and more. Travel brands came in third at 12% of Facebook impersonations and spanning airlines, travel-booking platforms, and hotels.
In the first seven months of 2023, we observed the second-highest number of social media impersonations on X (formerly Twitter) at 17%. In most cases, these impersonations took the form of fake profiles that included the target company’s brand name and logo but little to any additional content or activity. The fraudsters’ intentions for these fake profiles remain unclear. They could have been aging the profiles in order to increase their credibility/believability and/or preparing to directly message Twitter users that mentioned the impersonated retail brand.

Instagram takes third place for prevalence of brand impersonations detected by Allure Security on social media. Many of these impersonations involved fake ads promoting steep discounts on consumer goods and apparel. While outside of the reporting period for this report, we continue to observe an increase in fraudsters’ use of deceptive ads on Instagram. See the “Meta Ads – Haystack of Deceit?” write-up below for more.
EMERGING:
META ADS – HAYSTACK OF DECEIT?

We’ve observed an increase in scammers using ads on Facebook and Instagram to promote steep discounts on apparel and directing to scam websites. As an example, Instagram recently served an Allure Security investigator three fraudulent ads for a popular running brand he’d been researching before he was presented with a genuine ad from the legitimate brand. The genuine ad was a needle at the bottom of a haystack of deceit.

Not only do these ads place consumers at risk, they damage a brand’s reputation and marketing return-on-investment. An influx of counterfeit ads means marketers have to compete with fraudsters for their same ad keywords. Additionally, as in the example illustrated below, the fraudulent ads push legitimate ads out of view. They also create a scenario where consumers are more likely to be lured by a scam ad than see a legitimate ad from the authentic brand.

Screenshots of three scam ads followed by one genuine ad displayed in chronological order to an Instagram user.
Most scam ads identified by Allure Security on Facebook and Instagram target apparel and durable consumer-goods brands and promote steep discounts. Additionally, many of the destination fake sites will only display on mobile devices – likely a tactic taken to avoid primitive detection methods.

These scam ads tend to fall into four categories:

- Ads directing victims to scam websites impersonating the brand’s website
- Ads directing victims to scam websites impersonating other legitimate retailer brands (e.g., Dick’s Sporting Goods, DSW, and Nordstrom Rack) marketing goods from numerous brands
- Ads directing victims to purchase consumer goods and apparel through Facebook Messenger or WhatsApp
- Ads directing victims to generic online scam shops marketing goods from numerous brands (see “The Rise of Generic Online Scam Storefronts” above)

Scammers’ objectives with these schemes are to profit by selling counterfeits, engaging in “non-delivery fraud” where consumers pay for goods they never receive, selling victims’ financial information, or other forms of identity theft.

When Allure Security facilitated the takedown of ads (i.e., for Allure Security customers), associated websites quickly changed their content to impersonate different apparel brands or retailers or showcase different products. This quick action in response to discovery suggests scammers used automated tools that allow them to develop, test, and launch ad variations rapidly and then update corresponding scam websites in real time.
COUNTDOWN TO DECEPTION: AVERAGE SPOOF GESTATION PERIOD

With our unique AI-powered detection methodology, we don’t inspect a domain just once. We continually revisit domains to identify any threat as soon as there is a signal that it’s developing into a threat. We flag a domain for surveillance when it presents just a single indicator that matches any artifacts associated with a brand we monitor, even if there’s not yet enough evidence to qualify as an impersonation. For example, a page title may include “Super Duper Shoes,” but absent any additional suspicious content, it doesn’t necessarily signal intent to impersonate Super Duper Shoes.

Our data shows that less than half (45.76%) of the domains we flag immediately impersonate a consumer-facing brand when they first appear on the internet (represented as week zero in the chart). The majority of flagged domains either start with no content (e.g., parked domains) or content that seems harmless. Another 39.08% of domains we flagged transformed into brand impersonations within their first one-to-seven days. At the extreme, some websites that end up becoming brand impersonations lie dormant for more than two months (10 weeks) after we begin tracking them.

Fraudsters are capitalizing on the insurmountable amount of work brands face using traditional methods of reviewing a list of hundreds of domain name permutations daily, and then also constantly visiting those websites day after day to see whether they’ve become a threat. Our findings highlight the limitations of single point-in-time examinations of suspicious domains. Persistent AI-powered monitoring is imperative to eliminating impersonation threats pro-actively — the moment they become malicious and before they harm a single consumer.
A NEW ERA OF HOPE FOR ONLINE BRAND PROTECTION

Historical approaches to finding online brand impersonations, like searching for domain name variations or waiting for victims to report them are no longer adequate in today’s world. Adversaries have adapted, making methods based solely on lookalike domain names mostly ineffective – catching a mere 10 to 13% of today’s spoofs.

Before automated, AI-powered detection like Allure Security’s, it was too difficult to inspect the incredible volume of online content. Old methods focused on domain name permutations to make the task manageable.

With Allure Security’s AI-powered approach, however, we can monitor online content both more broadly and deeply – looking at numerous indicators beyond just the URL. We don’t focus on, nor even really care about, the URL of a website. Through our large-data model training, we understand how legitimate brands go to market so we can spot impersonations regardless of their domain name.

If you’re ready to detect brand impersonations more accurately and quickly (and before your customers do), achieve more successful takedowns, and significantly reduce time-to-takedown, get in touch with Allure Security today.
Allure Security online brand protection-as-a-service automates the examination of more of the digital world with AI – millions of online assets each day including domains, online ads, social media posts and profiles, and mobile app product pages.

Consequently, and compared to alternatives, Allure Security identifies more online brand impersonations more quickly and closer to their first appearance on the internet — before a single human sees or falls victim to a digital imposter.

Finally, Allure Security’s best-in-class takedown service and unique three-pronged approach to response – blocklisting, decoy data, and takedown diligence – increases takedown success rates and reduces time to takedown.

Deploying Allure Security allows brands to strengthen online reputation, customer trust, and customer satisfaction, as well as: reduce fraud, lost sales, customer churn, customer complaints, and staff burnout.